The EEA forum has been created to provide an easy and fast tool to ask question and additional information about
the EEA, the EEA publications, sources and data, etc.
All the questions will receive feedback from the EEA within 15 working days. We aim of course to answer every
question as soon as possible.
It also provides a knowledge database in which all the public questions and answers are stored, and where useful
information relevant to your topic of interest may be found.

Do I have to register to access the Forum database?
All the questions stored in the public section of our forum can be accessed by everyone. No registration is needed.

How do I ask a question/comment?
1- Registration
In order to register, you need to click on the “register” link.

Please note that your personal data is collected for the purpose of the management and follow-up of your enquiry.
No personal data is shared with third parties for direct marketing purposes.

Once the form is filled and registered, you will receive an e-mail with an Internet link that will allow you to choose
your password. When you receive this e-mail, please follow the link to complete your registration process.
When you click on the link provided in the email, you will access a webpage where you can choose your password
Once your password is set, you can log in and post new question on the forum and/or comment on an already
existing entry.
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2- Posting a question
To post a question, you need to click on “new”, and then “discussion” (you can also post a Bookmark, File, Image and
share it with the EEA and the users of the forum).

You can choose to have your question/comment visible to everybody. Other people may then benefit from the
information provided in the answer. You can also choose to keep your question private by marking the “keep it
private” box. Your question and the answer provided will then be only visible to you and the EEA.
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